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---------------------------------------------------------------------***---------------------------------------------------------------------

Abstract - This author selected this project for several 

reasons.  With the equipment and resources available at the 

Experimental Mine, the project was feasible without incurring 

high costs or additional investments and could provide results 

directly affecting the rock blasting industry.  This was important 

to the author, desiring to make meaningful conclusions that 

could have a wide impact on underground blasting, while 

maintaining a scope which was readily accomplishable.  

Realizing an increase in pull from the wedge cut, while keeping 

explosives’ costs constant, would be highly significant and could 

be applied to any underground operation utilizing wedge cuts 

for their heading advances.  If the project’s goals are achieved, 

and the blasting industry adopts extended relief hole design 

practices, the cost saving benefit)  

could be significant when considering the industry as a 

whole.  Also, even though the project is conducted in coal, 

the extended relief designs could possibly be adapted to 

other types of underground operations.  The project also 

identifies other areas of the wedge cut and heading rounds 

that would benefit from optimization work. Work in these 

areas would also be advantageous to the underground 

blasting industry as a whole.  Furthermore, optimization 

has become a very important topic in the mining and 

blasting industry, so this project provides real world 

experience to the author that will be useful in the future 
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1.INTRODUCTION  

 
In underground mining, there are two types of opening cuts that 
can be used to provide the relief required for a successful round.  
The two types are angled and burn (or parallel) cuts.  The first 
utilizes angled holes to provide the relief for the rest of the 
round.  Some of the common angle cut designs includes the V, 
the pyramid, and the fan.  These rounds are typically used in 
underground excavation where there is a large cross sectional 
area. Due to the angle at which the drill must align on the face 
for drilling these rounds, a narrow heading is not generally 
conducive to their application.  These rounds are also limited in 

the advance they can make due to the geometry of the pattern.  
The second type of cut relies on the use of holes drilled straight 
into the rock face, each in parallel.  This attribute makes it 
perfectly suited for application in underground headings with a 
small cross sectional area.  An extensive list of wedge cut 
designs has been tested and utilized in the blasting industry for 
many years. A wedge cut is selected for use generally, because it 
has previously been known to work in similar rock conditions, 
through trial and error, or through a combination of the two. In 
either situation, once the blasting operation finds a specific 
design that works for their needs, it is typically there to stay. 
The Modern Technique of Rock Blasting by Langefors and 
Kihlström gives a broad overview of the more common types of 
parallel cut designs. One of the burn cut patterns they analyze is 
the cat-hole cut, which is the style of burn utilized throughout 
this project’s testing.  The authors note the round is an 
adaptation of the Grönlund cut and has the advantage of 
employing a single hole diameter across the round, thus 
requiring no additional equipment besides the drill.  This makes 
it ideal for application in narrow heading blasting employing 
only small drills, such as the Missouri S&T’s jackleg operation.  
It is also advised in the book, to reverse prime the first hole of 
the Grönlund cut by applying the primer containing a 0 
millisecond delay close to the rock face, rather than at the back 
of the hole.  The authors imply this will improve the 
performance of the round.  Due to the similarities between the 
Grönlund and the cat-hole, reverse priming may also prove 
effective on the latter cut as well.  One final benefit shared by 
the cat-hole design and similar type designs is the utilization of 
empty holes between each of the charged holes in the center of 
the cut.  This pattern geometry greatly reduces the chance of 
sympathetic detonation or dead pressing, either of which will 
cause the cut to fail. 

1.1 Drilling Accuracy 

 
Almost all literature written on burn cut blasting places drilling 
accuracy as the most critical factor for the success of the round.  
Borehole deviation will cause even a perfectly designed round to 
fail.  Without accurate drilling a number of issues can occur in 
the pattern.  These issues include borehole intersections, 
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increased burden, and decreased burden, all of which can result in 
dead pressing or sympathetic detonation, depending on the 
explosive being used.  In comparison to the rest of the heading 
drill pattern, the burn is also much more sensitive to deviation 
due to the tight spacing placed between holes. 
 A review of work completed on drilling accuracy in 
underground heading applications was conducted.  There are a 
number of works discussing the topic and providing similar 
information, so this author will provide an overview of the 
relevant findings.  One of the main ways of preventing deviation 
is to understand where it comes from and its causes.  Langefors 
and Kihlström provide an equation for calculating the deviation 
of a borehole, where deviation comes from three places: error in 
collaring (RC), error in alignment (Rd), and drilling deviation 

inside the rock (RC). 1.2 Rock type definitions 
 

The rock being tested in this project is dolomite limestone. 
Although the rock most mining and tunnelling operations work 
in may not have the identical properties as the test rock in this 
project, it is likely that comparable results would be obtainable 
in locations with similar rock types.  Specifically, this author 
would expect other types of limestone to react in a similar 
manner to the burn cut modifications made in the testing 
process.  There is also a high likelihood that the concepts and 
practices employed for this project may also work in other rock 
types with properties differing greatly from dolomitic limestone, 
possibly providing even better results when varying the length of 
the relief holes in the burn cut rounds. 

 

2. Burn cut design patterns 

 
In underground blasting, the pull of the initial cut is the limiting 
factor for the success of the rest of the round.  By improving the 
pull of the first cut, a critical step is made towards improving the 
entire round.  This project attempted to optimize a wedge cut’s 
effective pull by varying the depths of the relief holes in the burn, 
and then analyzing the results.  In testing, relief holes were drilled 
to depths both shorter and longer than that of the cut’s charged 
holes.  The overall objective was to consistently achieve greater 
pull than in a 
Table -1: Sample Table format 

 
 
 
Effect of Rock Conditions 

 Experts in the area of blast design often stress the influence 
different rock types and rock conditions can have on the success 
of a burn cut.  Bullock notes that a dramatic difference can be 
observed when blasting in brittle rock, such as granite, versus a 
spongy (plastic) rock, such as soft limestone. He adds that burn 
cuts utilized in spongier rock types require a slower explosive 
than the more brittle rock types.  If the blaster does not account 
for this difference, the round is likely to freeze up.  Bullock 

concludes that spongy rock will undergo plastic deformation, 
rather than breakage, if an explosive with too high of a detonation 
velocity is employed.  Heeding Bullock’s advice as well as the 
observations made by previous researchers working in the rock 
used in this project, this author knows these conditions may play 
a factor in this optimization project’s testing and thus must be 
accounted for in  

 
3. PRACTICAL MADE IN WEDGE CUT (with 12, 13, 14, 

15)Drilling 

Drilling is a cutting process that uses a drill bit to cut a hole of 
circular cross-section in solid materials. The drill bit is usually a 
rotary cutting tool, often multi-point. The bit is pressed against 
the work-piece and rotated at rates from  hundreds to thousands 
of revolutions per minute. This forces the cutting edge against the 
work-piece, cutting off chips (swarf) from the hole as it is drilled. 
3.1. CASE-1 
Recommended pattern for seam height 2.50M and width 4.00M 
total holes = 12. 
 
 
 
 
TOTAL EXPLOSIVE PER ROUND= 8.80K.  

 
Fig -1 WEDGE CUT PATTERN (with 12 holes ) 

 

Producing with normal wedge cut pattern with 12 holes 
. CASE-2 
Recommended pattern for seam height 2.50M and width 4.00M 
total holes = 13. 
TOTAL EXPLOSIVE PER ROUND= 9.62K. 

 
3.2OUT PUT IN WEDGE CUT PATTERN 
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4.PRACTICAL MADE IN BURN CUT (WITH 22, 16, 22, 

19, 16)4.1. CASE-1 
Recommended pattern for seam height 2.50M and width 4.00M 
total holes = 22. 
TOTAL EXPLOSIVE PER ROUND=16.28KG 

 
BURN CUT PATTERN (with 22 holes) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.1.OUTPUT IN BURN CUT PATTERN 

 
WEDGE CUT 
No. of holes vs. pull 
It evident from fig(A)& (B) number of the holes and 
explosives charge has a positive in front  on pull i.e. 
number of holes& explosives charge increased here will  
be increases in pull in meters. The both graph represented 
in logarithmic & power respectively. Both charts expects 
strong relation the regression value 0.7649 & 0.7296 
 

 
Explosive charge vs. pull 

 

 
 

3. CONCLUSIONS 

 
No of holes and explosive charge unfolds significant positive 
impact on pull in all cases of wedge and burn cut blasts. 
Burden and spacing explicates negative impact on pull in all 
cases of wedge and burn cut blasts. 
In Burn cut, Relief holes present negligible relation which was 
due to less number of blast data. Otherwise its impact is positive. 
Over and above, from the all blasts of wedge and burn cut. Burn 
cut  with 22 holes and 3 relief holes given good results in terms 
of pull (1.35m) and profit  i.e, 33,306. 
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